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COLORADO Consolidated Annual Report Narrative 

1. Implementation of State Leadership Activities 
 

Required Use of Funds:  
 

 Conducting an assessment of the career and technical education programs funded under 

Perkins IV 

 

Program directors continue to review career and technical education (CTE) programs once every five (5) 

years.  Colorado implemented new business rules to measure the program’s effectiveness.  In the past, 

CTE program data was compared to other programs within the state that had the same CIP number.  Now 

the Colorado Community College System (CCCS) Career & Technical Education staff review the 

enrollment demographics trend within the institution to assure enrollment is aligned to institutional 

general population as well as the statewide comparison.  This holds programs more accountable to the 

characteristics of their particular population.  The program approval staff continues to review CTE 

program renewal standards to determine if other changes about how to assess program quality are needed 

in the future. 

 

A new element related to program renewals was introduced to the health related programs.  The program 

director teaches faculty and teachers to use the national Health Science assessment (which measures 

student growth) when educators examine the quality of their CTE programs.   

 

Teachers are required to use program approval standards and data as they develop five-year improvement 

plans for their CTE programs.  This application-of-data process helps health Science educators understand 

and value the data as a tool.  

 
 Developing, improving, or expanding the use of technology in career and technical education 

 

Family and Consumer Sciences educators are finding the use of a blog to post information and initiatives 

to be a useful communication tool.  

 

The Skilled Trades and Technical Sciences group is using social media websites, including Facebook and 

Twitter to keep faculty and students informed about various program successes and challenges.  All of the 

career and technical student organizations are using Facebook and HOSA also uses Twitter.  The 

Agriculture Educators use a Moodle site to share information with each other, and were provided with 

workshops on the use of Google SketchUp for the classroom environment as well as how to use One Note 

for student notebooks through Outlook. DECA provided a financial literacy workshop via cell phones and 

utilizes convention apps available for cell phones. 

 

CTE state staff continues to offer webinars as a training mechanism and have used this method for 

delivery of training about data reporting, Perkins Local Plans, ICAPs and plans of study.  The attendance 

was high and the feedback was positive so this will be continued. 

 

CTE Career Guidance developed two blogs to serve the guidance profession and those interested in 

participating.  One supports a CTE collaborative reading project.  The other supports the insights and 
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shared resources of guidance and career development.   Also many of the presentations and trainings 

conducted by CTE Career Guidance utilize various new technologies such as Prezi, Go Animate, Wordle 

and YouTube. 

 
 Offering professional development programs, including providing comprehensive professional 

development (including initial teacher preparation) for career and technical education teachers, 

faculty, administrators, and career guidance and academic counselors at the secondary and 
postsecondary levels 

 

The Career and Technical Education personnel at CCCS, under the leadership of the CTE Dean, continue 

to coordinate a mentoring program for new CTE teachers, CTE counselors/advisors and for new CTE 

administrators.  Based on a feedback survey, this training has been very successful.  More than 50 mentees 

received training and personal assistance. The Business and Marketing mentees were provided a password 

protected website to allow them to discuss issues and find materials.  The Family and Consumer Sciences 

(FACS) mentees started a mentoring blog.  Based on mentee feedback, these new additions were greatly 

appreciated and will continue.  

 

The state CTE staff developed an accumulative credit system that allows professional development 

participants to add various activities together to gain enough hours for college credit.  Examples of some 

of the activities that can contribute to the accumulated credit include:  Writing an article for the CTE 

Trends e-newsletter; attending the national ACTE conference and sharing experiences on the Colorado 

CTE Blog; participating in the CACTE Day at the Capitol;  attending a Colorado CTE regional meeting; 

creating an account on the new Colorado CTE Standards and curricula planning website; participating in 

the CCCS CTE mentorship program; extra-duty time served as a local advisor for their CTE program’s 

career and technical student organization (CTSO,) and participating in a CCCS CTE webinar workshop.  

More options can be added as they develop. 

 

Specific professional development events continue to be organized by Program Directors for Family and 

Consumer Sciences teachers about new trends, content, and pedagogies and about the integration of the 

Family, Careers and Community Leaders of America (FCCLA) student organization within an 

academic/skills curriculum.  

 

Math in CTE workshops continue for the third consecutive year.  Two teachers from Colorado received a 

national award from ACTE for their work in this area.   

 

Specialty training was provided by the CCCS Career Guidance Trainer to help counselors and teachers 

align the new Colorado required Individual Career and Academic Plans (ICAP) to the CTE plans of study.  

CTE plans of study, for Colorado, have begun to be utilized as the robust tool for building meaningful 

ICAPs for students. 

Agriculture Education teachers attended workshops about Inquiry-Based Science. The Health program 

director partnered with four health science teachers and two science teachers to pilot the Science in CTE 

project which provided training about the integration of science into the Health Science curriculum and 

about inquiry-based science. This project was done in partnership with Utah. This process was so 

successful that several secondary level science teachers have asked how they can obtain a CTE 

endorsement/credential as part of their teaching licenses. 
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CCCS is a training sponsor for NCCER (National Center for Construction Education and Research.)  

Programs that gain certification through NCCER are able to offer national certification to students who 

complete this nationally recognized curriculum.  Key features of the training include instruction 

certification, competency-based learning, and performance testing.  NCCER maintains a National Registry 

of individuals who complete the training.  The program provides trainees with a standard form of 

recognition through the NCCER National Registry. 

The Perkins Director began a new training approach of onsite visits to Perkins recipients to help the 

administrators write their annual local plan.  This saved these administrators the costs of travel to a 

workshop and made the training relevant and just-in-time.  This was a strategy used to address the budget 

cuts all institutions faced.  

The Family and Consumer Sciences Program Director provided training to Colorado State University 

FACS Education students about CTE and Colorado FACS programming and plans of study.  Additionally, 

seventy-two teachers participated in the annual FACS summer training.  Topics included sustainable 

cuisine, interior design, plans of study/Individual Career and Academic Plans, fitness, and culinary 

techniques.  

 Providing support for career and technical education programs that improve the academic and 
career and technical skills of students through the integration of academics with career and 

technical education 
 

Due to the standard revisions adopted by the Colorado Department of Education, all CCCS CTE Program 

Directors and their content teams had to redo all standards alignment work completed the previous year.  

This was a major time set-back that delayed accomplishing progress toward a third-party, valid and 

reliable technical assessment. However, currently the CTE standards are now aligned to the national 

Common Core State Standards.  The completion of this alignment has allowed state staff to proceed with 

the development of a CTE standards website that will provide a tool for teachers to develop standards-

based curricula.  This website is located at http://www.coloradostateplan.com/content_standards.htm.  

Also, the process has built more and stronger partnerships between the CTE staff from the Colorado 

Community College System and the Colorado Department of Education staff.  

 

In addition to the standards revision and alignment process, state CTE staff has started to align 

postsecondary introductory courses to secondary standards to allow more concurrent enrollment 

opportunities for students.  

 
 Providing preparation for non-traditional fields in current and emerging professions, and other 

activities that expose students, including special populations, to high skill, high wage 

occupations  
 

Colorado redesigned the Workplace Gender Balance Project annual bidders’ conference by using all 

CCCS Program Directors to help teams from the field write grant proposals.  This honed the proposals 

toward more specific activities that match staff-suggested checklists and rubrics for improving enrollment 

and completion of non-traditional career fields by the underrepresented gender.  State data for these 

Perkins metrics were improved.  More proposals were received and awarded for the Colorado Fiscal Year 

2011-2012 non-traditional career field grants.  The advisory council for this project commented on the 

http://www.coloradostateplan.com/content_standards.htm
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improved quality of the proposals.  This agency wide involvement has helped bring attention to the issue 

and Program Directors are focusing more on gender balance when they review program renewal requests.  

 

CCCS has partnered with the University of Colorado Boulder, the Colorado Coalition for Gender and IT 

(CCGIT) and the National Coalition for Women and IT (NCWIT) to implement a National Science 

Foundation (NSF) Advanced Technology Education (ATE) grant designed to train community college IT 

faculty and advisors about research-based retention and recruitment practices. 

The DECA Junior Achievement project focused on Financial Planning for females.  Several career and 

technical student organization state officers are the underrepresented gender for their career fields, and 

they serve as role models when they do presentations to institutions’ general student populations. For 

example, the HOSA career and technical student organization for Health Sciences elected two males as 

State Officers and continue to gain male memberships.  Additionally, Colorado FCCLA elected three male 

state officers and also continues to gain male members.  

CCCS added a new web page that provides access to several resources for improving retention and 

recruitment of the underrepresented gender into CTE non-traditional career field programs.  This new site 

is located at http://www.coloradostateplan.com/genderBalance.htm.  Requests for the Real Choices for 

Career Success posters and matching brochures continue.  These materials were designed and written for 

both the new high school graduate and the older returning adult students.  These posters and brochures 

encourage students to “abandon old stereotypes and prepare for the amazing and profitable careers of 

today and tomorrow.”  The materials are being posted and provided at high schools, technical colleges and 

community colleges.  

The CCCS Workforce Gender Balance Project also featured a bus tour for community and technical 

college advisors.  The tour visited high tech industries to observe workers participating in non-traditional 

careers and, in some cases, to meet and talk with the workers in person. These career guidance 

professionals discovered four different themes from eight different industries:  Industries are actively 

seeking nontraditional employees; career and technical job skills are vital; even in this economy, hiring is 

still happening with the right set of job skills; today’s worker must be able and willing to perform multiple 

jobs; and good math and communication skills are paramount.  The participants also were provided 

training about new advising discussions that are needed regarding career choice in the 21
st
 century. 

Supporting partnerships among local educational agencies, institutions of higher education, 
adult education providers, and, as appropriate, other entities, such as employers, labor 

organizations, intermediaries, parents, and local partnerships, to enable students to achieve 
state academic standards, and career and technical skills, or complete career and technical 
programs of study 

 

CCCS staff continues to participate in national and state boards.  The agency is a partner with the Energy 

Sector Partnership grant which also works with labor unions.  Our Business Education staff continues to 

work with the Department of Justice and Interstate Security regarding internet safety.  Our Health 

Sciences Program Director serves on the Board of the Colorado Central Area Health Education Center. 

Our culinary arts and ProStart Program Director stays closely connected to the Colorado Restaurant 

Association.  Our Career Guidance Trainer interacts with the College and Career Navigation Initiative, 

CollegeInColorado (www.collegeincolorado.org,) Colorado Council on High School and College 

Relations (CCHS/CR) and the Colorado School Counselor Association (CSCA,) Colorado Career 

http://www.coloradostateplan.com/genderBalance.htm
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Development Association (CCDA) and Colorado Council for ACT, Inc. Our Family and Consumer 

Science Program Director helped develop and pilot a curriculum for the Colorado March of Dimes. 

Colorado colleges and universities host CTE student leadership activities, including Theatre Days at the 

University of Colorado-Colorado Springs.  State staff promotes the “Get aHead for Business” curriculum 

and its alignment with CTE programs.  State staff volunteered as judges for the Young Americans Project 

that encourages entrepreneurship among youth, as well as for the CTSOs.  Business and Marketing staff 

partnered with The Limited – “Dress for Success” project to help provide career clothing at affordable 

prices, including discounts for students. The CCCS Business and Marketing Program Director serves on 

the Jump Start Coalition that supports Personal Financial Literacy for secondary school teachers. 

In addition, all career and technical student organizations continue to work with business and industry 

leaders and volunteers to develop strategic partnerships.  These partnerships result in the industry leaders 

serving as judges for competitive events, workshop trainers and speakers at various state and leadership 

conferences. 

 

Colorado initiated the production of a new Advisory Committee Toolkit. This project will be a web-based 

step-by-step guide with templates to help CTE teachers and faculty develop active and strong business and 

industry advisory committees – a requirement of Colorado approved CTE programs. When the toolkit is 

finished, advisory committee development workshops and webinars will be provided. 

 

Colorado FACS has a strong relationship with the Colorado March of Dimes Chapter.  In fact, the 

Colorado March of Dimes Chapter created an online teacher resource bank that follows the Colorado 

Child and Adolescent Development curriculum.  This curriculum was piloted in Colorado and then 

expanded to a national distribution.  
 
 Serving individuals in state institutions 

 

The CCCS CTE staff continue to work closely with departments of corrections’ educators to develop 

curriculum that works within prison security restrictions. 

 

The Colorado FFA association has partnered with the Limon correctional facility to have them 

manufacture the FFA jackets. 

 

The ACE CTE program director and ACE teachers have reached out to educators working in the Colorado 

Division of Youth Services to set up ACE programs for credit recovery and career development.  One of 

these groups includes youth who are incarcerated due to drug-related problems.  

 

Two CCCS community colleges created a partnership with the Colorado Department of Corrections to 

train incarcerated women.  Eleven students in this program were awarded Cisco IT Essentials certificates. 
  
 Providing support for programs for special populations that lead to high skill, high wage and 

high demand occupations  
 

After operating for only two years, the Colorado ACE event was selected as a premier system.  The 

Colorado ACE student leadership conference will be used as a national model for supporting programs 

and leadership development for special populations. This conference includes an extensive evaluation 
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process that concludes with an annual report.  The team-designed conference uses this extensive feedback 

to amend activities for the following year resulting in rapid improvement and growth.  

 

Colorado has published the Colorado Career Cluster Model in Spanish. Our partner, CollegeInColorado, 

offers their entire career exploration website in Spanish. 

 

The Perkins Director continues to share with recipients how CTE programs can support the Colorado 

“School to Work Alliance Program (SWAP.)”  This program is designed to provide employment-related 

assistance to youth and young adults with disabilities who are experiencing mild to moderate barriers to 

employment.  One member of a Colorado Perkins consortium shared how a SWAP counselor found a job 

for a client and then the Agriculture Education instructor developed learning modules for that student to 

provide the student client the competencies needed for the new job.  This model is now being shared at all 

Perkins trainings. 

 
 Offering technical assistance for eligible recipients 

 

CCCS takes special pride in providing one-on-one assistance to CTE teachers and administrators.  The 

staff continuously receives compliments about their accessibility and helpfulness.  This culture of 

responsiveness aligns to the just-in-time learning model.  The CCCS staff has determined that individual 

assistance during a time of relevant need provides better learning for new and experienced counselors, 

educators, and administrators.  

  

The CTE staff is also increasing the numbers of webinars being developed for the next year.  The staff 

devoted many hours of time to develop curricula for regional workshops about the new standards and the 

new standards website that will go live during the 2011-2012 academic year. 

 

CCCS continues to improve interactive online web-enabled processes to facilitate easier methods for 

program compliance.  As the websites are used, staff continues to be alert to problems and then re-

engineer the processes so they provide good support and information to users.   

 

CTE staff frequently meets and shares information so staff is cross-trained and aware of updates from 

data, Perkins compliance, student organizations and program directors.  Program directors work very 

closely with assistant directors who are the student organization coordinators.  This places multiple staff 

on site during popular activities and events so that more training can be easily accessed by the field.  Also, 

state staff is encouraged and do serve on local program advisory committees.  

 

Agency staff continuously surveys their constituents to determine which areas of professional 

development are most needed.  This survey method helped determine the need for a standards website, the 

need for one-on-one site-based Perkins assistance and the need for the advisory committee toolkit.  Each 

year, state CTE professionals align their program of work to the predominant concerns of the field.  The 

technical assistance is also aligned to program trend data and Perkins performance metrics data. 

 

Workshops, trainings and technical assistance provided during the FY2010-2011 program included data 

reporting, career counseling, use of plans of study, development of postsecondary plans of study, non-

traditional career field recruitment and retention, writing Perkins Funded Project action steps with 

meaning, completing Perkins Local Plans, new pedagogies to stimulate and motivate learning, integrating 
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rigorous academics within a CTE curriculum, using the CollegeInColorado website for long-term career 

exploration, developing middle-school CTE programs, proper fiscal reporting, developing CTE program 

five-year plans using data trends, developing strategic deployment of Perkins funds in alignment with the 

institutions vision and mission, developing programs with concurrent enrollment, incorporating the new 

core standards within the CTE curricula, using advanced technology in the classroom, developing student 

leadership competencies and developing curricula that supports higher order thinking skills.  Technical 

assistance opportunities are continually being developed to ensure the field’s needs are being met. 

 
Permissible Activities Include:    

 Improving career guidance and academic counseling programs 
 

The CCCS Career Counselor Trainer continues to travel statewide to provide assistance to help counselors 

address the new state mandate for individual career and academic plans (ICAP) and plans of study.  

 

CCCS staff was also invited to two different counselor state conferences where they provided workshops 

about non-traditional career fields, STEM career and technical education programs and CTE plans of 

study. 

 

The CCCS publishes the monthly CTE Trends e-newsletter and during the 2010-2011 program year, “Best 

Practices with Plans of Study” winners were featured in this publication. 

 

CTE Career Guidance, in collaboration with CCCS staff and field representatives, developed the 

“Postsecondary Workforce Readiness Handbook,” a guide to CTE and career development. The CCCS 

Career Counselor Trainer also facilitated the process requirements for a counselor to become CTE 

endorsed.  Some of the requirements to qualify include: 2000 hours of relevant work experience (career 

counselor, CTE instructor, CTE counselor, or CTE occupational area;) completion of a Masters in 

Counseling with related career guidance courses highlighted; hold an initial educator/counselor state 

license; and complete EDU250: CTE in Colorado. 
 
 Establishing agreements, including articulation agreements, between secondary school and 

postsecondary career and technical education programs to provide postsecondary education and 
training opportunities for students 

 

The Agriculture Education staff has taken a lead role in working with secondary and postsecondary CTE 

teachers to align postsecondary introductory agriculture classes to the secondary CTE and academic core 

standards in order to facilitate opportunities for concurrent enrollment.  This model will be duplicated as 

more standards based curricula are developed. 

 
 Supporting initiatives to facilitate the transition of sub baccalaureate career and technical 

education students into baccalaureate programs 
 

The community college Criminal Justice programs are entering stage two of the statewide articulation 

agreements with the baccalaureate Criminal Justice degrees.  The process for statewide articulation for 

Early Childhood Education is also progressing.  Colorado also has legislative support for general 
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education articulations and to allow Associate of Arts and/or Associate of Sciences students to declare a 

major.   

 

The agriculture educators meet regularly with Colorado State University faculty regarding the Associates 

of General Studies community college degrees.   

 

Colorado has more high schools pursuing the High School of Business Academy which also works with 

colleges and universities for articulation. 
 
 Supporting career and technical student organizations 

 

Colorado is especially proud to be the home of a career and technical education student organization 

national officer who is blind.  The CTSOs in Colorado have always provided all support and access 

needed for students with disabilities to participate in leadership activities. 

 

In addition, all the CTSOs in Colorado are supportive of students wishing to grow and step into roles of 

leadership at the national level.  Colorado Technology Student Association (TSA) had the honor of having 

a student who served as National Reporter last year re-elected to a second term on the national leadership 

team; this time as the National Treasurer.  A SkillsUSA Colorado state officer was put forth as a national 

officer candidate.  Although unsuccessful in his bid for office, the skills and experience gained from the 

campaign experience was invaluable.  
 
 Supporting public charter schools operating career and technical education programs 

 

Colorado automatically supported charter schools by delegating Perkins allocations to the district level.  

Any district that had charter schools operating CCCS-approved CTE programs included those programs in 

their Perkins Local Plan strategic planning. 

 

Colorado continues to include a “district without walls” as an eligible recipient of its Perkins formula 

funds since it is a defined LEA.  The Charter School Institute oversees the Goal Academy, a fully-online 

school serving special students.  CCCS personnel are working with this district to develop more ways to 

offer online CTE courses. 

 
 Supporting career and technical education programs that offer experience in, and 
understanding of, all aspects of an industry for which students are preparing to enter 
 

CCCS is planning to develop a work-study manual and guide to help programs better offer job shadowing 

and internship opportunities.  The Perkins Director has advised that action steps be written that connect 

purchases of lab items to methods of teaching higher order thinking skills.  For example, rather than 

simply buying a brake lathe for the automotive technology program, the action step describes how 

students will be taught to use the machine’s operations manual, how to compare various brands of the 

machine for productivity and cost of operation, and then write a recommendation for which to purchase 

with justification. 
 
 Supporting the improvement or development of new career and technical education courses 

and initiatives, including career clusters, career academies, and distance education 
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The Health Sciences programs are developing new courses and programs in Health Informatics. 

 

The CCCS STEM, Arts, and IT Program Director helped spearhead and support the new Creative Careers 

Festival which brought together 650 high school Arts students and teachers to attend workshops taught by 

higher education faculty and industry professionals.  The event sparked so much interest that now three 

schools are implementing the new Creative Careers student organization, the career and technical student 

organization for the Arts cluster. 

 

Colorado FACS developed a new curriculum to be offered beginning 2012 to students interested in 

education careers.  The course, Education Exploration, is a semester course designed to provide students 

with an overview of professions within education.  Students will discover their own learning style and 

how learning styles impact teaching and the delivery of lessons.  Experiences with various education 

professionals will enhance the understanding of classroom planning, licensure requirements, and career 

opportunities within school systems.  Students also develop awareness of the needs of special students by 

learning about educational interventions such as IEPs, 504s, tutoring, etc.) Students also realize the serious 

need for minority population teachers when they research and review current trends in education. This 

course includes a minimum of 15 extended learning hours which may be outside of class time.  
 

Postsecondary IT programs are introducing more studies in the area of cyber-security. 
 

 Developing and enhancing data systems to collect and analyze data on secondary and postsecondary 

academic and employment outcomes 

 

The CCCS CTE Accountability Director continues to enhance data reporting training.  Although several 

types of training materials are continuously being enhanced, the main new project completed in the 2010-

2011 program year was data training webinars.  Four webinars were produced and recorded.  Two of these 

were very in-depth training about collecting and reporting completer follow-up data.  The recorded 

webinars are accessible on the CCCS website at https://ve135.cccs.edu/login.aspx. 

  

Another improvement greatly enhanced email communications on data reporting to the field.  The CCCS 

CTE accountability team tied all data contacts at each district and college into the CCCS CTE Universal 

Contacts system so contact information could be quickly updated and emails quickly sent to all CTE data 

reporting contacts. 

 

2. Progress in Developing and Implementing Technical Skill Assessments  

 
(1) The program areas for which the state had technical skill assessments 

 

The Health Science Education programs continue to have assessments.   

 

Colorado is continuing its membership in the Council of Chief State School Officer’s, States 

Collaborative on Assessing Students and Standards (SCASS) on Career Technical Assessment 

Collaborative in order to develop more assessments.   

https://ve135.cccs.edu/login.aspx
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 (2) The estimated percentage of students who would be reported in the state's calculation of 
career and technical education concentrators who took assessments 

 

To determine an estimate of our secondary and postsecondary students meeting the definition of 

concentrator that were completing valid and reliable technical skill assessments based on industry 

standards we used our VE 135 follow-up data collection system.   

The survey reported that 1,755* of 45,676 secondary 2010 completers, or 3.8% were reported to have 

taken an industry based technical skills assessment.  Of those, 1,665, or 94.9%, were reported to have 

passed. (*increase of 253 over prior year total) 

At the postsecondary level, programs reported that 4,072* of the 16,106 completers in 2010 or 25.3% had 

taken a technical skill assessment.  Interestingly, over half of these students taking assessments were 

within the Health Sciences cluster.  Of those who had taken an assessment, it was reported that 3,916 

students or 96.2% had passed. (*decrease of 1,386 from prior year level) 

While this is neither valid nor reliable data, it provided us with an estimate of the current level of 

assessments being taken.  We will try to explore possible reasons for why the total number of 

postsecondary completers reporting taking industry based technical skills assessment has decreased from 

the previous year. 

 
(3) The state's plan and timeframe for increasing the coverage of programs and students 
reported in this indicator in the future. 

 

As noted in our State Plan, Colorado is working toward collecting student achievement data on technical 

assessments that are aligned with industry-recognized standards where available and appropriate. To 

expand our capacity to report this data, CCCS staff has and will continue to progress through the strategies 

and processes that underpin the development of valid and reliable academic and technical assessments 

relevant to high school level competencies.   

CCCS staff members have completed the first two of ten essential steps to the construction of valid and 

reliable assessments according to the Ohio State University College of Education and Human Ecology 

steps: 

 Step 1 – Determination of Test Purpose 

o Purpose – Assessment of Content Mastery by Student for Advanced Placement in 

continuing education or industry certification. 

 Step 2 – Define Content Domain 

o The secondary occupational standards and outcomes that were established and in alignment 

with the Career Cluster and Pathway model for all areas with approved programs were 

aligned to the updated Colorado academic model content standards for math, science and 

language arts.  However, during the 2010-2011 Perkins Program Year, the state adopted the 
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National Academic Core Standards so all the CTE alignment processes had to be redone 

and revalidated.  This delayed staff from being able to proceed with the next assessment 

development steps in the timeline that we had predicted in our multi-year state plan.  

 

In order to achieve Steps 3-7 of the process: 

3. Create/Evaluate Test Blueprint 

4. Write, Manage, and Evaluate Items (and Item Writers) 

5. Set Cutoff Scores 

 

In June, Colorado entered into the Career Pathway Assessment Collaborative with the states of Kansas 

and Mississippi and the Center for Educational Testing and Evaluation (CETE) at the University of 

Kansas. CETE will lead the assessment development process and model it after their development of the 

NCLB compliant K-12 academic assessments. 

The General Assessment (Essential Skills for all CTE Pathways) will be ready by Spring 2012. More 

pathway tests will be released soon after with all nine original tests ready to use by Spring 2014.  The 

pathway tests will include Comprehensive Agriculture, Animal Systems, Plant Systems, Manufacturing 

Production, Manufacturing Maintenance, General Business, Finance, Marketing, and Education/Training. 

Once these are complete, we will create more career pathway tests.  In addition, there will be a small 

number of career merit badges available at first, but more will be added as the assessments grow.  (See 

Tentative timeline below.) 

 

In addition, during the current and coming year, Colorado will: 

 Provide instructor level training on new standards and outcomes 

 Develop an on-line, interactive portal for instructors to access standards and outcomes as they 

develop their instructional scope and sequence.  This is available at 

http://www.coloradostateplan.com/content_standards.htm. 

http://www.coloradostateplan.com/content_standards.htm
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 Collaborate with the state licensing board in Health to determine if, how and when per-student test 

results might be provided to CCCS directly or how and when per-student test results might be 

provided through postsecondary faculty. 

 Research assessment instruments and best practices – including potential collaboration with the 

armed services certification programs. 
 

6. Implementation of State Program Improvement Plans  

 

 

Core 

Indicator 

Disaggregated 

categories of 

students for 

which there were 

quantifiable 

disparities or 

gaps in 

performance 

compared to all 

students or any 

other category of 

students 

The action steps which 

will be implemented 

Staff member 

responsible for each action 

step 

 

 

Timeline for 

completing 

each action 

step 

2S1-

Technical 

Skill 

Attainment 

There were no 

significant 

disparities or gaps 

by any particular 

sub-population 

compare to all 

students or any 

other categories. 

 See narrative below this 

table 

All CCCS CTE Program 

Directors, the Career 

Guidance Trainer, CTE 

Accountability Director and 

the Perkins Director 

Continuous 

messaging,  

training and 

technical 

assistance 

 

Two major factors are causing this deficiency that Colorado measures by determining the number of CTE 

concentrators who are CTE program completers: 

1. High school administration disallowing advanced courses. 

2. Incorrect data reporting of CTE program completers. 

These issues occur across various districts and affect all CTE student populations equally. 

 

Due to extensive budget cuts, most high school principals are not offering any classes with small 

enrollments.  As one CTE Director indicated, “How can my superintendent explain to a parent why there 

are 40 students in the Social Studies class and only 12 students in the Business II class?”  CCCS staff 

recommends local CTE programs consider the following options: 

1. Develop concurrent enrollment options for high school students to be able to enroll in their local 

community college classes that will provide dual credit for a high school CTE sequence of courses 

and a postsecondary sequence. 

2. Arrange independent study options for the advancing students. 

3. Develop an online course for the advancing students. 
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4. Research whether more than one advanced course could be scheduled and managed by one teacher 

during the same time slot. 

5. Remind administrators that Colorado state funding for CTE programs actually may increase when 

the course enrollments are smaller. 

 

Due to extensive budget cuts, more districts are eliminating administrative positions, including CTE 

directors.  These individuals are often responsible for the data reporting.  Although this duty and other 

CTE related administrative duties are reassigned by the district, CCCS staff has found that the new 

personnel have little or no background about CTE in general; are extensively overloaded with other 

responsibilities; and responsibilities are frequently changed.  This is challenging to the training load for 

CCCS CTE staff.  However, we are implementing the following: 

1. Increasing the number of training webinars available to the field and recorded and archived for 

instant access, including data reporting webinars; 

2. More on-site visits with more local staff, including local data specialists; 

3. Stronger communications with student record vendors.  We learned that one vendor designed a 

VE-135 (CCCS CTE data system) data reporting wizard that was incorrectly aligned to the VE-

135 reporting requirements.  This issue is now under control but it took many conversations to 

convince the vendor that their designs should be tested by CCCS staff prior to implementation. 

4. Beginning with the Colorado Fiscal Year 2012-2013 Perkins Local Plan, any recipient who failed 

to meet a Perkins Performance Metric target for three consecutive years, will be required to invest 

at least 10% of their Perkins allocation toward overcoming the deficiency and the recipient will be 

visited by a CCCS CTE team for a special technical assistance.  

5. High school counselors continue to be trained about the nature of CTE as a sequence of programs 

rather than a single course. 

6. All secondary local personnel are continuously provided information and training about how to 

successfully implement the plans of study document as a student planning and advising tool; as a 

parent information hand-out; and as a student goal-setting guide.  
 

 4. Implementation of Local Program Improvement Plans  

 
 Indicate the total number of eligible recipients that failed to meet at least 90 percent of an 

agreed upon local adjusted level of performance and that will be required to implement a 

local program improvement plan for the succeeding program year. 
 

The total number of eligible recipients that failed to meet at least 90 percent of a State target for the 2010-

2011 program year is 58.  Of these 60, 13 are postsecondary recipients and 45 are secondary recipients. 

 
 Note trends, if any, in the performance of these eligible recipients (i.e., core indicators that 

were most commonly missed, including those for which less than 90 percent was commonly 
achieved; and disaggregated categories of students for whom there were disparities or gaps 

in performance compared to all students.) 
 
 

Secondary Local Improvement Plans Included in Colorado Fiscal Year 2011-2012 Perkins Local Plans, 

Based on Data Results of 2010-2011 
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Perkins Performance Metric Number of Recipients Required to Complete and 

Submit a Perkins Local Improvement Plan 

1S1 – Academic Attainment (Reading/Language 

Arts) 

0 

1S2 – Academic Attainment (Mathematics) 20 

2S1 – Technical Skill Attainment 26 

3S1 – Secondary School Completion 1 

4S1 – Graduation Rates 0 

5S1 – Placement 1 

6S1 – Non-Traditional Participation 22 

6S2 – Non-Traditional Completion 19 

 

The secondary level Performance Metrics identified as trends needing attention per the data results of 

2010-2011 Program Year are 1S2- Academic Attainment (Mathematics), 2S1-Technical Skill Attainment, 

6S1-Non-Traditional Participation and 6S2-Non-Traditional Completion.  Further research, analyses, 

reviews of Local Improvement Plan strategies, targeted onsite technical assistance visits and general 

discussions with the field revealed the following problems and suggested the accompanying strategies for 

improvement: 

 

1S2 – Academic Attainment (Mathematics) Roadblocks 

 CTE teachers are still not collaboratively working with math teachers to increase rigor in CTE 

curriculum and to increase contextual applications in math curriculum.  No mandates are in place 

to motivate math teachers to participate in collaborative efforts with the CTE programs. 

 The CCCS supported Math in CTE workshops are decreasing in attendance.  In 2011, the project 

was cancelled due to no enrollment.   

 The System has not yet completed a Math in CTE follow-up of former participants to determine 

implementation of the concepts. 

 The Colorado assessment is concept oriented rather than application oriented. 
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 Mathematics continues to be the most difficult content for students to understand and comprehend 

and mathematics teachers are the most resistant to implementing new methods of teaching. 

1S2 – Academic Attainment (Mathematics) Strategies 

 Continue training CTE administrators that Perkins funds can be used to support extra-duty pay for 

math teachers who will partner with CTE teachers as the CTE curriculum is mapped.  Encourage 

local recipients to fund math teachers’ attendance to CTE workshops and conferences. 

 Reassess the value of the Math in CTE training programs, their locations, their dates and how the 

workshops are advertised. 

 Assess the operations budget to see if a neutral party could research previous Math in CTE 

participants regarding implementation of the processes in their classrooms. 

  Support the Colorado Department of Education’s work and efforts to develop an assessment that 

measures the new national academic standards that are oriented more toward an application 

knowledge taxonomy. 

 Advocate that ESEA legislation supports across-discipline teacher collaboration so that the request 

from CTE teachers for math teacher partnerships is important to teachers from both contents. 

 

2S1 – Technical Skill Attainment Roadblocks 

(Colorado currently measures 2S1-Technical Skills Attainment by determining how many CTE 

Concentrators were CTE program completers.) 

 Budget cuts are forcing high school administrators to eliminate classes with low enrollments and 

more districts are eliminating CTE director positions. 

 Counselors are still learning the plans of study process and need more training about career 

advising. 

 High school students use CTE classes as career exploration rather than as a career pathway. 

 The FACS Core programs are not sequenced competencies since they are personal development 

oriented rather than career development oriented.  Yet these programs are very popular and make 

up a large percentage of secondary CTE enrollments.  Students tend to take one of the personal 

development content classes and they do not consider this personal development as an on-going 

plan of study that involves a sequence of skill-building. 

2S1 – Technical Skill Attainment Solutions 
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 Revise completer definitions in program approvals to align with contact hours rather than courses. 

Train CTE administrators and teachers other options for providing advanced courses; i.e., online, 

concurrent with a community college, independent study. 

 Coordinate the training for implementing the new ICAP legislated requirement with training about 

the CTE plans of study. 

 Support and approve middle school CTE programs that will receive some support from state career 

and technical education funding so that more career exploration can occur in Middle School. 

 Brainstorm with FACS teachers and Program Director about strategies that would encourage 

student enrollment into more than one FACS Core class. 

 

6S1-Non-Traditional Participation and 6S2-Non-Traditional Completion Roadblocks 

 Teachers believe this performance metric is too difficult to overcome. 

 Television and other popular media continue to reinforce gender stereotypes. 

 Career choice is viewed as a personal choice and teachers should not interfere. 

 Overcoming stereotypes requires commitment by all personnel. 

6S1-Non-Traditional Participation and 6S2-Non-Traditional Completion Solutions 

 Provide a simple checklist for teachers in non-traditional career fields to use to change some of 

their practices. 

 Provide a rubric for addressing the non-traditional careers problem and encourage teachers to only 

reach for the first level but let them see higher level possibilities. 

 Continue the distribution of free posters and student brochures (written for high school and adult 

audiences) that challenge the old gender-stereotype concepts of career choices. 

 CCCS staff attends local CTE program advisory committees and share the challenge with business 

and industry. 

 Include high school counselors in the High Tech Tours activity and help counselors reorganize 

their approach with students who are seeking career guidance. 

 Solve the CTE program completion problems described above. 

 Participate in the NAPE STEM Equity Pipeline project. 
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 Reorganize the Perkins Field Council selection of best practices process so that the focus is on 

performance metrics with highest numbers of recipient deficiencies. 

 Advocate that the ESEA legislation support use of teaching methods in math that is more attractive 

to female students. 

 

Numbers of eligible postsecondary recipients required to write a Local Improvement Plan based on 2010-

2011 program year data for the Perkins Performance Metrics are as the following table indicates: 

Postsecondary Local Improvement Plans Included in Colorado Fiscal Year 2011-2012 Perkins Local 

Plans, Based on Data Results of 2010-2011 

Perkins Performance Metric Number of Recipients Required to Complete and 

Submit a Perkins Local Improvement Plan 

1P1 – Technical Skill Attainment 5 

2P1 – Certificate or Degree 5 

3P1 – Student Retention 3 

4P1 – Student Placement 0 

5P1 – Non-Traditional Participation 7 

5P2 – Non-Traditional Completion 7 

 

CCCS confirmed that the Performance Metrics needing the most attention are 1P1-Technical Skill 

Attainment, 2P1 – Certificate or Degree, 5P1-Non-Traditional Participation and 5P2-Non-Traditional 

Completion. 

 

Further research, analyses, reviews of Local Improvement Plan strategies, targeted onsite technical 

assistance visits and general discussions with the field revealed the following problems and suggested the 

accompanying strategies for improvement: 

1P1- Technical Skill Attainment and 2P1- Certificate or Degree Roadblocks 

 

In Colorado these two metrics are both measured as the number of CTE program concentrators who 

completed certificates or degrees. 

 

 Students are not processing the paperwork that designates them as a certificate completer even 

though they have completed the required courses satisfactorily. 
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 College costs cannot be sustained by many students. 

 

 Students’ academic skills limit their success in the more advanced courses and students will drop 

out due to frustration. 

 

 Program curriculum possibly not aligned to business and industry needs 

 

 Older students challenged with multiple responsibilities of jobs and family. 

 

1P1- Technical Skill Attainment and 2P1- Certificate or Degree Strategies 

 

 Encourage programs to implement capstone courses and/or projects that provide recognition for 

certificate and/or degree completers and present an opportunity for completing application for 

degree processes. 

 

 Develop online Advisory Committees Toolkit that is user friendly for CTE faculty.  Encourage 

faculty to help coordinate student plans of study with possible internships at the local enterprises. 

 

 Continue to promote the use of student plans of study at the postsecondary level. 

 

 Encourage CTE faculty to use interactive processes to gain business and industry feedback on 

course competencies and curriculum. 

 

 Include CTE representation on the CCCS Developmental Education Task Force organized with the 

Complete College America grant charged to improve remedial education systems at Community 

Colleges. 

 

 Explore implementation of student cohort methods to facilitate student support groups and 

community building. 

 

 Support the new CCCS State Board focus on completion with state staff goals aligned. 

 

 

5P1- Non-Traditional Participation and 5P2- Non-Traditional Completion Roadblocks and 

Strategies 

 

Issues and solutions identified for secondary level Non-traditional Participation and Completion are the 

same for Postsecondary Non-Traditional Careers related metrics.  All resources, posters, brochures, 

checklists and rubrics were written to be applicable to either secondary or postsecondary audiences. The 

same strategies itemized with the secondary Non-Traditional Participation and Completion will be used 

with postsecondary recipients. 

 

Additional strategies include: 
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 Continue to award Non-Traditional Careers grants to colleges meeting the grant requirements.  The 

CCCS Workplace Gender Balance Project Coordinator also will continue to conduct on-site visits 

to the Colleges that received these grants. 

 

 CCCS continues to expand their Workplace Gender Balance Project Advisory Council, composed 

of individuals who are underrepresented genders currently working in a gender-stereotyped career 

field.  This Council reviews grant proposals and some Council members also join the Coordinator 

on site visits.  The Council volunteers also provide suggestions to the Colleges that are developing 

Non-Traditional Careers grant proposals. 
 

 Review the Workplace Gender Balance multi-year strategic plan to determine progress and to 

decide what changes may be needed. 

 

 Help CTE program faculty get their advisory committees more involved in finding solutions for 

balanced participation and completion.   

 

 Continue to seek more funding that supports gender balance in careers.   
 

 

 Tech Prep Grant Award Information  

 

Not Applicable for Colorado 
 


